
ON SOME ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION THEOREMS

BY TATSUO AONUMA

1. We shall give the asymptotic expansion theorems of intergrals of the type

as extensions of the well-known summability theorem (§ 2) and convergence theorems
(§3) in this paper.

Before proceeding them, we state the following summability theorem and con-
vergence theorems which we are concerned with.

THEOREM A. (Bochner and Chandrasekharan [2]). If K(u)£L±(Q, oo), K(u)
=o(u~1) as U—+CO, /(w)€Lι(0, oo) and K(u) is monotone decreasing in 0^^<oo, then
the condition at a point x

(h\f(x+ξ)-f(x)\dξ=o(h) as β-»+0
Jo

implies

lim Γf(x+^-}κ(ξ)dζ=f(x)(~K(ξ)dξ.n-*°° Jo \ n i Jo

THEOREM B. (Bochner and Izumi [1]). If

\P

— du<oo for p>l,
J-oo 1+1

LI (-co, oo), uq~l K(u)q£Lι (—oo, oo) where l/p-}-l/q=l, and f(u) is continuous
at a point x, then we have at a point x

_ K(ξ)dξ.

THEOREM C. //

\f(u)\
-00 1 + \ U \

K(u)€Lι (—oo, oo), uK(u) |<Jβ<oo, and f(u) is continuous at a point x, then we
have the same result as Theorem B.

§ 2. In this section an asymptotic expansion theorem corresponding to Theorem
A as a summability theorem is considered.
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THEOREM 1. //

(1) f(u)eLί9

(2) (l+wr+α)JβΓ(w)€Lι (0, co), where r is a non-negative integer and a is a constant
such as 0^α<l, and

(3) K(u) is monotone decreasing in 0^
then the condition at a point x

(2. 1) I /(#+»)- Σ CkUk I du=o(hr+1+a) as h—0,
Jθ *=0

where Cι(/=0, •••, r) are some constants, implies

In particular, if f(u) is differentiate r times in a neighbourhood of the point x and
/Cr)O) is continuous at the point x, ck is equal to fa\x)/k ! and (2. 1) is always
satisfied.

Proof. At first, it would be noted that

(2.2) xr+1+aK(x)=o(l) as x—oo

follows from the assumptions (2) and (3). For, since we have K(x)^0 in 0^
from the assumption (3) and K(x)eLι(Q, co) in (2),

S
2X

ξr+aK(ξ)dξ^K(
x

is obtained for #>0. So we have

as

by the assumption (2).
Now to prove our theorem it is sufficient to show that

tends to zero as n— >oo. If we put u=ξ/n,

)_ 2 cku
k\K(nu)du

fc=o j

= Mr+l+βf ' + nr+l + a f =^+72.

JO Jί

Putting

Jo

we have for sufficiently small

/(a?+w)- Σ du,



o
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nr+l+a K(nu) dG(y^
)

= nr+ι+aK(nt) G(t)-nr+1+aί\ G(u) duK(nu)
Jo

= (nt)r+1+aK(nt) G(/)—^-eΓ (nuγ+l+° duK(nu)

ε\ (nt)r+1+aK(nt)—(r+l+ά) Γ (nύ)r+a nK(nu) du
( Jo

S
oo

(nu)r+a nK(nu) du,
0

where ε may be an arbitrary small positive number, and so

S
CO

ξr+«K(ξ}dξ
0

by (2) and (2. 2). On the other hand,

I2=nr+1+*(°° f(x+u) K(nu) du-nr+1+a C°°f Σ wΛ K(nu)du
Jί Jί \*=0 /

I du

(2. 4) ^W+1+βHC(wθ \f(x+u) I rfw

I f(x+u) I Λ— 0, as -̂̂ oo, for fixed t,

by (1) and (2. 2). And

I /2.2 1 ̂  Σ nr+1+a \ck\ \uk K(nu) \ du

(2.5)

= Σ I Ck I /^r-a Γ K(ξ)ξr+«dξ
fc=0 Jriί

= o(l) as n— >co, for fixed /.

Thus we have by (2. 3)-(2. 5)
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from which it results that

lim 7=0.
71—>oo

§3. In this section we shall prove the asymptotic expansion theorems corres-
ponding to the well-known Izumi-Bochner's theorem (Theorem B) and others. These
are stated as the following two types. One is a theorem in which the assumption
concerning with f(x) is weaker than that in the other, but the assumption concern-
ing with the kernel function K(x) is stronger. However we can see in the remark
below that these two theorems are combined into one and are considered as the
special cases of it.

THEOREM 2. If

Γ ''ML' *Kco
J— 1 .

for some />>!, where r and a are the same as in Theorem 1,

(2) (1+1 u \r+a) K(u)£Lι(-°o, oo),

(3) Γ I u \<r+«+»*-11 K(u) \«du<oo, where —+—= 1,

(4) /Cr)(&) exists at a point x, and

(5) f(x+u)= JC —£-j— uk+o(\ u \r

for small \ u \ , then we have

S f\xΛ ]K(ξ)c _
-oo \ n j k=ό k \ nκ J_

as n—*co.

THEOREM 3. if, in Theorem 2, ive assume

(10 \ 4:—j—y du<oo, far some />>!, and

(30 ( I u I 9 " 1 1 K(u) \*du=o(A-*r+*'>)J

instead of (1) and (3), then we have the same result.

In the first place, we prove Theorem 2. It is sufficient to show that

l=nr+1+a(°° J /(#+«)- Σ ~f^\x}uk\K(nu) du
J-oo I k=θk\ \
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tends to zero as n-^oo. We have

=Λr+l+. f

J|tt|£ί

f<

f(x+u)- Σ-i
k=o kl

K(nu) du

K(nu) du

=/ι+/2, say.

For an arbitrary small ε>0, we can choose t by (5) such as

ur+a

1

where

Then,

(3.1)

Also

ί = Γ \x\'+
J-oo 1

and

Now by Holder's inequality, we have

f p I f(γJL-iΛ \P

I /».ι I si \ κrT.T,]ι
I J | w |^ί I M | ^

By (1), we have

| ω |

On the other hand,

<—, if

nr+1+"\u\r+a\K(nu) du

Σ ~

V?

C I w I Crp+«p+l) 9/p W(r + l + «

J| w |^ί
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K(nu)\«ndu

<ιdζ=o(V) as w->oo, for fixed t,

by (3). Hence we get

(3.2)

Furthermore,

I 72.ι |= as w— >oo.

u I* K(nu) \ nr+1+« du

(3.3)

'+a I K(nu) \ndu- Σ -rγ- \

r 1

=o(l) as n-^co,

by (2). Thus our theorem has been proved.

Next we prove Theorem 3, but the proof except that for 72.ι is quite similar to
above one. So it will be sufficient to prove /2.ι = 0(l) an n—>oo.

\u|
\f(x+u)K(nu)\du

\u1/pK(nu)\du

by Holders inequality. By (10, we have

\f(x+u)\*
\U\

Also

f w(r+ι+«)
J|M|^ί

i u \q-ι \K(nu] \K(nu} \

dx=o(l) as

by (30- Hence we get the desired result

|/2.ι =0(1) as n—>oo.

REMARK. The assumptions (1) and (3) in above two theorems are represented
in the more generalized forms as follows;
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(3) \ I x |s(«-υ I K(x) \q dx=o(A-<r+a+»-a-<»s+1).
J\X\^A

As the result, the above theorems correspond to the cases of s=(r+a)p-}-l and 5=1
respectively.

Next we shall give the asymptotic expansion theorems corresponding to Theorem
C. These theorems are stated as follows, where r and a are the same as in the
above theorems.

THEOREM 4. //

l /dOl
n oo

J-o

(2) (1+1 u r 1+«) JKίιθ€Lι(-oo, oo),

(3) \ur+l+«K(u)\<B<oo,

(4) /(#+«)= Σ ,\ -uk+o(\ u r+a) for small \ u I, and
k=0 R !

(5) *y/Cr)(tt)

Γ /(^ + ̂ )

THEOREM 5. //

(1) \f(u) \<B(l+\ u |r+α), where f(u) is Lebesgue-Stieltjes integrable for measure
I dH(u) ,

(2) Γ (I+\u\r+«)\dH(u)\<oo,
J-oo

r fW(T\

(3) /(#+«)= Σ . t u*+o(\ u \r+«) for small \ u \ and
k=0 R !

(4) if f^(u) exists at a point x,

then we have the similar result as the previous theorem.

Before proving Theorem 4, we establish the following lemma.

LEMMA ([!]). //

H(u)
Γ I F(u) I du<C, I H(u) I <B, and Γ du<D,

then
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( \F(u)H(nu)\du
Jα

tends to zero, as n—»co.

We omit the proof of this lemma. Now we shall proceed to prove Theorem 4.
If we put

S oo Γ r fW)(γ\ }

f(x+u)- Σ . , uk \K(nu) du
-oo [ *-0 K . J

=nr+1+a +nr+1+a =/ι+/2,
J |M|^« J |w |^α

then it is sufficient to show that 7 tends to zero as n— »oo. Moreover, if we put

f(x-\-u)K(nu) du-Σ ^Γ ( f™(x)u*K(nu) du

= /2.1+/2 2>

it is proved by the method similar to the proofs of the previous theorems that
7ι|<ε for some fixed «>0, and 72.2=0(1), as n-*oo. So we shall only prove
72.ι 1=0(1), as n— >oo.

I 72.ι |^
\u\

For sufficiently large L>0, choosing &>L, we have

by (1), and

\f(χ+u)K(nu) I
|

= \
Jb^\u\

by (3). If we put

F(u)=^-^ and

these F(u) and 77(̂ ) satisfy the assumptions of Lemma. Hence we have Jι~o(V)
as n^oo, by our Lemma, because of

I F(u)H(nu) I du.
; | M | ^ &

Thus we have proved Theorem 4,
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Next the proof of Theorem 5 is quite similar to above theorems except that
Lebesgue-Stieltjes integral is used. So we do not prove it.

§4. As the application of our expansion theorems we shall show the two
examples below.

EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider K(u) in our expansion theorems as

K(u)=e~u for u^Q,

=0 for u<Q.

This K(u) clearly satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 2-4. Particularly, putting
x=Q and u=ξ/n in the theorems, we have the following asymptotic expansion
formula for the integral

S
CO

f(u) K(nu} du,
0

where f(u) must satisfy the assumptions in these theorems:

Γ"3 1 1 1 1
\ f(u)e~nu du = —/(O) + — /' (0) + —- /"(O) H 1 /(r) (0) + o
Jo n n2 ?r nr+l

EXAMPLE 2. In the case of

=0 for &<0,

similarly we have the asymptotic expansion formulae as follows:

/C/F)(0) ,

Mr+l+α

4-
I ΓΊ2! 2 n2 ' 4! 22 n4

1 f /7(0) , 1! /'-(O),
I

2! /CF)(0)

"+ 3! n3

+o

or

1-3
2! 2 4! 22

/x(0)
3! n8

+ ... + -
2! /<"(0)

where a. is a constant such as 0^α<l and p is any positive integer.
The asymptotic expansion formulae in the above examples have been derived

by the other procedure in Willis [4].
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At the end of this article, the author wishes to express his hearty thanks to
Prof. T. Kawata and Dr. H. Hatori for their valuable suggestions.
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